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Abstract— In this article we evaluate the impact of optimal
Adaptive Loading in conventional scheduling algorithms in
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access networks. The
gain in performance by the utilization of Adaptive Loading over
Adaptive Modulation with equal power allocation are different
according to the scheduling algorithm.
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Resumo— Neste artigo é avaliado o impacto de algoritmos
de alocaç̃ao de pot̂encia e bit em redes OFDMA (do ingl̂es,
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) utilizando
algoritmos de escalonamento convencionais. O ganho em
desempenho devido ao uso de algoritmos de alocação de
potência e bit sobre os esquemas de modulação adaptativa com
distribuiç ão igualitária de potência s̃ao diferentes de acordo com
o algoritmo de escalonamento empregado.

Palavras-Chave— OFDMA, round robin, maximização de taxa,
adaptaç̃ao de taxa, adaptaç̃ao de pot̂encia e bit, modulaç̃ao
adaptativa e algoritmos de alocaç̃ao de recursos de ŕadio.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fourth Generation (4G) and future wireless mobile
communications systems, such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
of 3rd. Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), have adopted
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
as the multiple radio access technology. Some advantages of
OFDMA schemes compared to the others are the robustness
against the effects of multipath, the higher spectral efficiency
caused by the orthogonality of subcarriers, and the flexibility
to scale these schemes to larger bandwidths. Besides these
advantages, OFDMA offers many possibilities to Radio
Resource Allocation (RRA) improve the system performance.
In OFDMA based systems the subcarriers, bit and power can
be dynamically allocated to each User Equipment (UE) by
exploiting the frequency and multi-user diversities.

The dynamic allocation of power and modulation among
subcarriers, called Adaptive Loading (AL), has been the focus
of several articles in the literature [1], [2], [3], [4]. These works
have evaluated the impact of this technique in point-to-point
connections. Some of the conclusions are that AL schemes
provide interesting gains compared to static schemes with
fixed power and modulation. However, the difference in
performance of AL and Adaptive Modulation (AM), where
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the power is fixed among subcarriers and only the modulation
is adapted, is not large depending on the channel model.

Another work [5] has aimed at evaluating the impact
of the adaptation of subcarrier and power allocation over
static schemes in point-to-multipoint scenario. It showedthat
full dynamic schemes with subcarrier allocation and AL
provide huge gains over static schemes. The authors also
compared the performance of dynamic subcarrier allocation
and power allocation separately. However, the number of
dynamic resource allocation algorithms evaluated in this work
was limited.

The gains obtained by using AL algorithms in the multi-user
scenario depends on some factors. Some of them are the
amount of subcarriers assigned to each UE and the channel
state of assigned subcarriers. Note that these characteristics
are strictly correlated with which scheduling algorithm is
configured in the system. Scheduling algorithms can have
different objectives and therefore they manage the system
resources differently.

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of different
scheduling algorithms with AL and AM. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system
modeling. Section III shows the description of the evaluated
scheduling algorithms and the AL algorithm utilized in this
work. Finally in sections IV and V, the numerical results
achieved by simulation and the conclusions are provided,
respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

In the modeled OFDMA system the subcarriers are modeled
as N flat Rayleigh fading channels correlated in time and
frequency. The subcarriers are shared byJ terminals using a
full data buffer service. In addition, a fluid model is assumed
for the traffic, i.e., the UE data is completely divisible. The
assignment of subcarriers to the UEs is represented byX[k],
that is composed by the elementsxj,n[k] which assumes
the value 1 when the subcarriern is assigned to UEj at
Transmission Time Interval (TTI)k, and 0 otherwise.

The Base Station (BS), that has a total power constraint
of pmax, is assumed to have knowledge of the channel gain
gj,n[k] of each UE j in each subcarriern at TTI k. The
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)γj,n[k] of UE j in subcarrier
n at TTI k is defined as

γj,n[k] =
gj,n[k] · pn[k]

σ2
(1)

wherepn[k] is the transmit power in subcarriern at TTI k

composing the power vectorp[k], andσ2 is the Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) noise power.
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Fig. 1. Link adaptation curve.

To represent the finite Modulation and Coding Schemes
(MCSs) of the system, the capacity curve was sampled in
the M-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulations
(M = 2m; m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and6) as can be seen in Fig. 1.
The MCS available in the system is in setD. The function
that mapsγj,n[k] in Rj,n[k] will be represented byF (·) in
the remaining of this work. Furthermore, the temporal index,
k, will be omitted in the following for simplicity. Our link
adaptation curve is shown in Fig. 1. This curve represents
the data rate to be employed in a subcarrier depending on
subcarrier instantaneous SNR.

The transmit data rateRj,n[k] of UE j in subcarriern at
TTI k is given by [6]

Rj,n[k] = w · log
2

(

1 +
γj,n[k]

Γ

)

(2)

wherew is the subcarrier bandwidth and

Γ = −
ln(5 · BER)

1.5
(3)

is the SNR gap for the system Bit Error Rate (BER)
requirements. The allocated data rate to the UEj at TTI k

is represented byrj [k].
Once the subcarrier and bit allocation are defined by the

scheduler, it is assumed that this information are sent via a
separate control channel.

III. A LGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS

In this section we present the description of the scheduling
algorithms studied in this work, followed by the AL algorithm.

A. Scheduling

This section is devoted to the evaluated scheduling
algorithms focused in this paper. The objectives and features
of Rate Maximization (RM), Rate Adaptive (RA) and Round
Robin (RR) schemes are presented in the following. Note
that all scheduling schemes presented were modified to take
decisions based on equal power allocation and provide only
the subcarrier assignment. After that, in case of the evaluation
of AL schemes, the power is adapted per subcarrier.

1) Rate Maximization: One of the first problems studied in
OFDMA RRA was the RM. The objective of this algorithm
is to maximize the sum of the UE data rates subject to the
constraint that one subcarrier cannot be shared by more than
one UE at the same time and the total BS power constraint.
The problem formulation is presented in equation 4.

max
p,X

∑

j

∑

n

F
(pn · gj,n

σ2

)

· xj,n

subject to
∑

j

xj,n 6 1, for all n

∑

n

pn 6 pmax.

(4)

The algorithm utilized to solve this problem is presented
in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, each subcarrier has to be
assigned to the UE that has the highest channel gain on it.
After that, an AL algorithm is utilized to allocate power and
bits among subcarriers.

Algorithm 1 Rate maximization solution
1: S ← {1, . . . , N}
2: J ← {0, . . . , J}
3: Sj : Set of assigned subcarriers to UE j
4: Sj ← ∅ ∀j ∈ J
5: for all n ∈ S do
6: j∗ ← arg max

j
{gj,n|j ∈ J}

7: Sj∗ ← Sj∗ + {n}
8: end for

In spite of its simple solution, the RM problem is not
suitable when one considers fairness issues. This algorithm
can cause starvation of UEs at cell edge due to high path
loss [7].

2) Rate Adaptive: In the RA approach, the objective is to
maximize the lowest UE data rate, subject to the constraint
that one subcarrier cannot be shared by more than one UE at
the same time and the total BS power constraint. The problem
formulation is presented in equation 5.

max
p, X

ǫ

subject to
∑

j

xj,n ≤ 1 for all n

∑

n

pn ≤ pmax

∑

n

F
(pn · gj,n

σ2

)

· xj,n ≥ ǫ for all j.

(5)

The RA problem belongs to the group of combinatorial
programming ones that have no immediate solution. Rheeet
al. proposed a sub-optimal solution to the RA problem in [8]
and concluded that its performance is near to the optimal one.
The Rhee’s solution is in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, it is assumed that the power is equally
distributed among subcarriers to ease the subcarrier assignment
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Algorithm 2 Sub-optimal solution of RA problem by Rheeet
al..
1: S ← {1, . . . , N}
2: J ← {0, . . . , J}
3: Sj : Set of assigned subcarriers to UE j

4: pn ←
pmax

N
∀n ∈ S

5: rj ← 0 ∀j ∈ J
6: Sj ← ∅ ∀j ∈ J
7: for all j ∈ J do
8: n∗ ← arg max

n
{gj,n|n ∈ S}

9: rj ← F
(

pn∗ ·gj,n∗

σ2

)

10: S ← S − {n∗}
11: Sj ← Sj + {n∗}
12: end for
13: while S 6= φ do
14: j∗ ← arg min

j
{rj |j ∈ D}

15: n∗ ← argmax
n
{gj∗,n|n ∈ S}

16: rj∗ ← rj∗ + F
(

pn∗ ·gj∗,n∗

σ2

)

17: S ← S − {n∗}
18: Sj∗ ← Sj∗ + {n∗}
19: end while

(see step 3). The algorithm is composed by two loops. The
first one allocates the best subcarrier of each UE to assure
fairness (see step 6). After that, the subcarriers are assigned
sequentially to the UE that has the lowest achieved data rate
(see step 11). Note that, the subcarrier assigned in the second
loop is also the one in best channel state among the remaining.
By the intrinsic characteristics of the RA problem, this strategy
tends to balance the data rates achieved by the UE.

3) Round Robin: The RR algorithm has the purpose of
allocating the same time share to all UE in the system [9]. In an
OFDMA system, this is performed by allocating transmission
opportunity at each TTI in a cyclic way to the UE in the
system. Therefore, in a given TTI, all subcarriers and transmit
power available in the system are allocated to only one UE.
Another relevant point regarding RR scheduling algorithm,is
that it does not utilize any channel state information.

B. Adaptive Loading

In this article, we utilize an optimal AL algorithm patented
by Hughes-Hartogs [10]. The algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 3.

In our studies, the Algorithm 3 is performed in each UE
individually, i.e., it is run after subcarrier assignment done by
the algorithms explained in section III-A. The total available
power assumed for each UE is proportional to the number of
subcarrier assigned to it.

In the algorithm initialization, it is necessary to calculate the
amount of power necessary to achieve MCSm in subcarrier
n, powm,n, as in step 3. To work out this, it is used the
channel gain information in each subcarrier that was assigned
to a given UE and the link adaptation curve shown in Fig. 1.
Then,∆powm,n, that is the power necessary to increase from
the MCS levelm − 1 to the m in subcarriern is calculated
(see step 4). Note that this power can be different according
to the channel gain and modulation level. The main idea of
Algorithm 3 is very simple: allocate bits, i.e., increase the
MCS level to the subcarriers that requires the lower amount of

Algorithm 3 Power loading algorithm- Hughes-Hartogs
1: S ← {1, . . . , N}
2: D ← {0, . . . , M}
3: Calculatepowm,n ∀m ∈ D e n ∈ S
4: Calculate∆powm,n = powm,n − powm−1,n ∀m ∈ D e n ∈ S
5: Pused ← 0
6: MCSn ← 0 ∀n ∈ S
7: pn ← 0 ∀n ∈ S

8: while (Pused < pmax) and

(

∑

n∈S

MCSn 6= N ·M

)

do

9: n∗ ← arg min
n∈S
△pot1,n

10: MCSn∗ ← MCSn∗ + 1
11: pn∗ ← powi,MCSn∗

12: Pused ← Pused + poti,n∗

13: ∆powm,n∗ ← ∆powm+1,n∗ ∀m ∈ D
14: end while

power to achieve this according to the link adaptation (see step
9). This is performed until all subcarriers reach the maximum
MCS level or the UE available power is completely utilized
(see step 8). In the end, this algorithm achieves the maximum
data rate achieved with the power constraint and subcarriers
channel states provided.

Despite of optimality, this algorithm is time expensive
regarding computation processing. As an example, considering
that there areN subcarriers andM available modulation
levels, this algorithm would performM · N loops in the
worst case. Furthermore, it is necessary to calculate the matrix
powm,n and∆powm,n, that have dimensionsM × N .

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present the numerical results obtained
from computational simulations. In this paper we study the
case of a single cell system. The main parameters used in the
simulations are shown in the following.

The central operating frequency is 2 GHz. It is considered
that there are 150 subcarriers available in the cell with
a bandwidth of 15 kHz for each subcarrier. Regarding
propagation, the path lossL [dB] at distanced [km] is
calculated byL = 128.1 + 37.6 · log

10
(d). The shadowing

standard deviation is 8 dB and the fast fading model is Typical
Urban (TU).

The modeled power budget has the following values. The
noise power is -123.24 dBm per subcarrier, the total base
station power is 20 W, and the cell radius is 1 km. Also,
we assumed that the UEs are static and uniformly distributed
in the cell coverage area. The minimum distance between the
UEs and the cell antenna is 10 m. The resource allocation
takes place in a TTI of 0.5 ms.

For each load presented, 200 realizations were performed
in order to achieve statistical confidence. Moreover, the
realizations have the time length of 300 TTIs. This time length
was sufficient to achieve convergence of average UE data rates
for all simulated algorithms.

We simulated loads ranging from 6 to 39 UEs for two
scenarios: equal power with AM and AL. We present
results of average cell data rate for all simulated loads for
both scenarios. Furthermore, we present the Cummulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the UE average data rate in
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Fig. 2. Average total cell data rate of loads from 6 to 39 UEs.

all realizations for a low and a high load. The performance of
each of the simulated algorithms is presented in data rate.

Fig. 2 shows results of average total cell data rate for
each algorithm and simulated load. Focusing firstly on the
RM algorithm, we can see that, as it was expected, the RM
algorithm outperforms the other algorithms in the total cell
data rate in both scenarios. This can be explained by the
fact that this algorithm exploits the multi-user and frequency
diversities, in such a way, that it schedules only the UEs with
the best channel conditions in each subcarrier. Also note that
the total cell data rate has a light increase with the system
load due to the higher multi-user diversity.

As the RM algorithm already schedules only the UEs
with the best channel conditions, only a small data rate
improvement can be provided by the AL algorithm. So in the
Fig. 2 the performance of the RM with AL and with only AM
are almost identical.

The RR algorithm has an intermediate performance
regarding total cell data rate when compared with the other
algorithms. Its performance do not varies with the load and this
behavior can be explained by the algorithm approach. As all
UEs have opportunity to transmit using the entire bandwidth
sequentially, the average total cell data rate is the average
of the data rate achieved by all UEs in their transmission
opportunity. This makes the total cell data rate depend onlyon
the channel state of the UEs in the cell resulting in the same
performance for all loads.

With respect to the AL performance with the RR scheduler,
it has the greatest increase in performance of all presented
algorithms. This can be explained by the fact that, as only one
UE is scheduled at each TTI, the single-user AL algorithm has
a higher degree of freedom to optimize the use of the power
in each subcarrier. This power efficiency reflects in the UE
data rates.

The RA problem has the objective of balancing the data
rate of all UEs. So, as the data rate of all UEs will be nearly
the same, the total cell data rate depends only on the data
rate that can be achieved by all UEs at the same time. The
results on Fig. 2 show that the average cell data rate decreases
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Fig. 3. CDF of the average UE data rate for the 9 UEs load.

with the increase of the load. This happens because when
load increases, the absolute number of UEs with poor channel
condition increases too. As the number of resources necessary
to compensate for each UE with poor channel is very high, the
data rate achieved by the UEs decreases with the increasing of
the number of poor UEs, resulting in the increase of the load.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the RA had a clear performance gain
in total cell data rate with the AL algorithm.

The Fig. 3 presents the CDF of the UE average data rate for
simulated realizations with the RM, RR and RA algorithms,
with AM and AL for the 9 UEs load. The UE average data
rate for the RM are almost the same on 75% of the realizations
and the average data rate is exactly the channel maximum total
data rate divided by the number of UEs in the system. This
happens because as the subcarriers are allocated to the UEs
in best channel conditions, the equal power allocation already
provides the highest modulation level to the subcarriers. In
Fig. 3 is also shown that the AL gives real gains only on 25%
of the realizations. Those realizations represent the rarecases
in which the UE with the best channel condition in a given
subcarrier does not achieve the maximum data rate on it using
equal power. In this case the AL was capable to optimize the
use of the power and reach data rates close to the maximum
capacity.

The results in Fig. 3 enforce those on the Fig. 2 showing
an intermediary performance for the RR solution providing
data rates higher than those provided by the RA in 85-90% of
the realizations. The RR data rate performance is worse than
the RM one and this happens because RR provides fairness
with respect to the number of resources provided to each
UE and this fairness comes with a decrease of the spectral
efficiency. We can also see that, for the RR, the AL provides
a good increase in the data rate performance and the reason
for this gain, as explained before, is that the whole bandwidth
is allocated to one UE at time.

As stated before, the objective of balancing the data rate of
all UEs makes the RA very dependent on the channel condition
of the UEs on the cell. One UE with a very poor channel is
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Fig. 4. CDF of the average UE data rate for the 33 UEs load.

sufficient to strongly degrade the cell data rate performance.
This explain why the RA has the worst performance in 85-90%
of the realizations. However, in realizations that only have
UEs with good channel conditions (the other 10-15%), the
average data rate is greatly increased beating the RR data rate.
The great impact that the channel of a UE can have on the
system performance explains why very different UE average
data rates on the presented realizations resulting in a range of
UEs average data rate much broader than the range of the other
algorithms. It is also important to notice that the AL provides
an acceptable gains in all realizations. As in such low loads
the number of subcarriers allocated to each UEs should be still
comparable the those achieved in the RR algorithm.

In Fig. 4 we present the CDF of the UE average data
rate for the realizations simulated for the RM, RR and RA
algorithms, with AM and AL for the 33 UEs load. The average
data rates are lower than the ones in Fig. 3 because now the
system resources have to be shared among more UEs, resulting
in a lower achieved data rate. For the RM algorithm, the
highest MCS was achieved in all subcarriers for all realizations
resulting in the maximum data rate for all realizations. The
cases where some subcarriers do not achieve the maximum
data rate as in the 33 UE load, do not exist anymore due to
higher multi-user diversity in this load. As the highest possible
cell data rate is already achieved, the AL can not give any
performance gain.

Even with different absolute values, the results for the RR in
Fig. 4 have a similar behavior to those shown in Fig. 3 and the
AL still provide considerable gains in data rate performance.

The results for the RA algorithm present a higher occurrence
of the lower data rates than in Fig. 3. As explained before,
this is a result of the higher number of UEs with poor channel
condition. The AL performance, however, is lower than the
one on Fig. 3 because, as more UE share the resources,
less subcarriers are allocated to each UE. Therefore, less
subcarriers result in lower gains with AL.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented some Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access Radio Resource Allocation solutions
in the literature and analyzed the impact of an optimal
single-user Adaptive Loading on their performance. We
concluded that the Adaptive Loading can provide higher
performance gains when large numbers of subcarriers are
allocated for the same User Equipment like in the Round
Robin solution. We also concluded that solutions that allocate
subcarriers in very good state to the User Equipments like the
Rate Maximization, have little or none performance gain. And
finally, concluded that solutions like the Rate Adaptive that
still allocate subcariers to User Equipments with poor channel
condition but do not allocated large numbers of subcarriersto
one User Equipment have acceptable performance gains with
the use of Adaptive Loading.
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